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What are you
looking
forward to
when camp
returns?
PADDLE BOARDS

CRAFTS

BEACH TIME

THE ROCK
Camp Lau-Ren @ Home
Samantha Meabry, (a.k.a. Sparkle), has
former head cook, Spock. Sparkle found
become the face of Camp Lau-Ren this
being at an empty camp in the middle of
summer. She diligently delivers Camp Lausummer, “...strange and even kind of eery.”
Ren @ Home programming each week.
She misses the sounds of laughter, whistles
Many campers and families have viewed
being heard at the beach and greeting all
and enjoyed her
the eager faces of
programming
happy campers at
through Camp Laucheck-in. “What I
Ren’s Facebook
miss most is on
page
and
check-out day when
I n s t a g r a m
the parents arrive
(@camplau_ren).
and their campers
Content in the
run up to them,
videos includes
telling
them
crafts, Bible study,
everything that they
c a m p fi r e s a f e t y
did throughout the
Spock and Sparkle in the Camp Lau-Ren kitchen.
and activities and
week and how much
songs around a
fun they had. I can’t
real campfire. Recently Sparkle and a few
wait to be back at camp next summer!” In
dedicated volunteers travelled to Camp
the meantime, Sparkle
Lau-Ren to film some camp activities on
invites campers to submit
site. All COVID-19
photos and videos in
public health protocols
response to her
were followed during
programming through
their time at camp. A
Camp
Lau-Ren’s
segment called “Camp
Facebook page, Instagram
Cooking @ Home”
(@camplau_ren) or by
was taped in the real
sending submissions
to
camp kitchen with
camplauren@bellnet.ca.
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Camp Lau-Ren Spotlight - Ron and Joanne Hartnett
When Joanne Hartnett first got involved with Camp Lau-Ren as a leader in 1993, she had to
pick a nickname. Her husband Ron had the nickname “Bear” from school. She chose a name
to go along with Bear, her choice for her nickname was “Raccoon”. Joanne says if she knew
that 27 years later that she would still be known as “Raccoon”, she might have chosen
something different.
A lot has happened in those 27 years. From
leaders they became camp directors, a
responsibility they fulfilled for 15 years. In 2000
Joanne joined the Board, becoming treasurer for
5 years, Ron joined in 2003.
Their deep
commitment to Camp Lau-Ren continued in
2005 when they became Executive Directors,
currently entering their 16th year in this position.
Under their leadership, a lot has happened
at Lau-Ren.
In addition to numerous policy
updates, recruiting Board members, and all the
responsibilities that come with the position of
Executive Directors, they oversaw the
introduction of new camps such as the LeaderIn-Training Camp, Tadpole, Jellyfish and Family
Camp. The staffing position of kitchen and
waterfront floater was introduced along with
paddleboards to the waterfront program. The
Ron and Joanne by the Rock
Smyth Lounge and Hartnett Gazebo were added
and renovations to the Forrest Motel, Snider
Infirmary, Harrison bathrooms and Juby Dining Hall were completed on their watch.
The last four years (2016-19) have been the most successful in the history of Camp LauRen. The Hartnetts share the responsibility for this success with of all the volunteers. Joanne
says that the volunteers are the backbone of the camp. “They are the truly dedicated people
that have made Camp Lau-Ren what it is today.” Working with these dedicated volunteer
leaders, camp directors and the chairs of the property committee are amongst the most
satisfying parts of their job. Opening up the camp is one of their favourite times in the summer
camp season. The Hartnetts enjoy Training Weekend and
overseeing all the changes at Lau-Ren over the years, and
how the volunteers have helped make it happen. Like
everyone, they have a favourite camp song. Bear enjoys
singing One Tin Soldier with campers around the campfire.
Camp turkey dinner is their favourite meal.
The Hartnett Gazebo is dedicated in honour of the
Hartnetts’ many years of service to Camp Lau-Ren. After
many challenges, thousands of volunteer hours and years
of deep devotion, the Camp Lau-Ren Board believes the
Hartnetts are highly deserving of the honour.
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